
HE'S UPPITY

I think the McCain campaign has been scrupulous about not directly saying it, but it's the
subtext of this campaign. Everybody knows that. There are certain kinds of signals. As a
native of the south, I can tell you, when you see this Charlton Heston ad, “The One,”
that's code for, “He's uppity, he ought to stay in his place.” Everybody gets that who is
from a southern background. We all understand that. When McCain comes out and starts
talking about affirmative action, “I'm against quotas,” we get what that's about.

David Gergen,
Columnist and White House Aide

To Presidents Nixon, Ford, Reagan and Clinton
Aug. 3, 2008

Exploiting racial fears and resentments for political gain is a bit like building a
homemade bomb: Do it very carefully, or it will blow up in your face.  On the other hand, like
the “improvised explosive devices” being used regularly against American troops in the Iraq and
Afghanistan wars, appeals to racial fears and resentment can inflict devastating injury to an
opponent in a political campaign.  Since Barry Goldwater’s run for the presidency in 1964,
Republican spin doctors have honed their skills at building such race-based political bombs and
now routinely deploy them, not just in campaigns for the White House, but for the Senate, House
of Representatives and even state and local offices.

The irony, some might say tragedy, is that the Republican Party was by far the more
progressive of the two major parties on matters of race, from its birth in the 1850s for the express
purpose of preventing the spread of slavery to the inception of the Southern Strategy in 1964. 
Lincoln, who emancipated the slaves, was Republican, as was the Congress that adopted the 13 ,th

14  and 15  amendments to the Constitution, extending its protections to blacks.  Insofar asth th

support was to be found in Congress for civil rights before 1964, it came mostly from liberal
Republicans.  The Republican platforms of the 1950s and early 1960s  endorsed racial equality,
and it was with the support of Republicans that the Civil Right Bills of 1957 and 1960 became
law.  The Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court who almost miraculously produced the 9 - 0
decision in Brown v. Board of Education overturning segregated, “separate but equal” schools
was a Republican, as was the President who dispatched troops to Little Rock, Arkansas in 1957
to desegregate the schools.   Finally, when Southern Democrats mounted a filibuster of the Civil1

Rights Act of 1964, the longest in history, it was Republicans who delivered the votes to invoke
cloture and assure its passage.

Due in no small part to such Republican efforts, there can be no doubt that race relations
in the United States have been transformed in the past half-century.  Virtually all white
Americans now reject the idea that blacks (or others of color) originate from an inferior race. 
Equal opportunity and integration are not merely the law, but a matter of pride.  In many ways
the transformation is quite extraordinary because as little as a generation ago, large numbers of
Americans embraced the view that blacks are of a lower mentality than whites.  With integration
and equal rights laws, all that supposedly became part of America’s past.



As long ago as 1978, William Julius Wilson, a noted (and somewhat controversial)
African-American Harvard University professor, wrote the following in his book The Declining
Significance of Race:

Race relations in America have undergone fundamental changes in recent years,
so much so that now the life chances of individual blacks have more to do with
their economic class position than with their day to day encounters with
whites....whereas the old barriers were based explicitly on racial motivations . . .
the new barriers have racial significance only in their consequences, not in their
origins.2

Yet in their book examining American attitudes toward race and racial policies,  Divided
by Color, political scientists Donald R. Kinder and Lynn M. Sanders reach the opposite
conclusion, finding “racial resentment to be the most potent force in white public opinion
today.”   If both of these conclusions are true, and a large body of evidence demonstrates that3

they are, how can such seemingly contrary positions be reconciled?

The answer to that question can be
gleaned from dozens of studies that
painstakingly dissect American attitudes
toward race: Whites today have rejected the
notion that blacks are biologically inferior,
but now view them with a different brand of
prejudice. “Racial antagonism,” believe
Kinder and Sanders, “is expressed in more
subtle and socially acceptable ways,”  or, for4

lack of a better term, American
individualism.  Discrimination has been
replaced by resentment.

Such resentment is part of a broader
set of prejudices.  Racially resentful whites
support the death penalty, oppose legislation
that would protect gays from discrimination,
resist increases in funding for Food Stamps
and would prefer to see government services
denied to immigrants.  In the words of
historian Dan T. Carter of Emory University,
such beliefs in large measure reflect the
success of a successions of Republican
presidents in persuading Americans, especially white southern men that the Democratic Party–

had become the party of blacks, of homosexuals, of the undeserving poor, of big-
spending defenders of the welfare state, and of those unwilling to defend
American interests abroad.5

“UPPITY” OBAMA 

On Sep. 3, 2008, Republican Rep.
Lynn Westmoreland of Georgia, comparing
the GOP’s vice presidential candidate Sarah
Palin with Sen. Barak Obama’s wife,
Michelle, said “From what little I’ve seen of
her, they’re a member of an elitist-class
individual that thinks that they’re uppity.” 
Asked by a reporter to clarify that he had, in
fact, used the word “uppity,” Westmoreland
replied, “Uppity, yeah.”  Earlier in the year,
at an April 4, 2008 event, another Republican
member of Congress, Rep. Geoff Davis of
Kentucky, said of Obama “I’m going to tell
you something: That boy’s finger does not
need to be on the button,” referring to the
nuclear launch device that travels with the
president at all times. 
Source: Mike Soraghan, “Westmoreland Calls Obama

Uppity,” The Hill, Sep.  4, 2008.



“Yet race,” added Carter, “seemed to be the glue that held it together.”6

In her groundbreaking book The Race Card: Campaign Strategy, Implicit Messages, and
the Norm of Equality,  Princeton University’s Tali Mendelberg undertook the complex task of7

explaining the strategic use of race in modern political campaigns, reaching conclusions similar
to those of Kinder, Sanders and Carter.  In the process, she determined that racial prejudice could
be, and is, much more subtle than in the past, and appeals to it are at least as effective, possibly
even more so.  The principal means of appealing to racism are indirect and implicit, not overt,
blatant or explicit.  Acceptance of other races by whites, especially elite whites such as the
candidates and their peers, is now so firmly embedded in American discourse that making an
overt appeal to racism, or a covert appeal that is revealed as such, triggers what political
scientists and sociologists call the “norm of equality,” or a backlash.

A message is at its most powerful when it contains racial content, but is not
consciously recognized as racial. A message backfires among the very
constituency it targets when it contains racial content that triggers the realization
that it is in fact a racial appeal.  Consciousness of the racial nature of the appeal is
an important mediator of the appeal’s success or failure.8

An example of an explicit appeal would be a television advertisement in which the word
“black” is used.  An implicit appeal would not use the word black but would instead show a
picture of a black. An implicit appeal avoids any explicit mention of race, but instead focuses on
a subject that viewers associate with blacks–welfare, for example--triggering a reaction that is
race based.  The effectiveness of the implicit appeal depends on the skills of those who craft it,
just as the soundness of a new house is a function of how good the carpenters, plumbers and
other workers are.

Politicians and their consultants have become masters at developing a sort of code in
which debate on matters of race takes place.  Racial code is–

a word or phrase which communicates a well-understood but implicit meaning to
part of a public audience while preserving for the speaker deniability of that
meaning by reference to its denotive explicit meaning.... Code words are intended
as rhetorical winks, and if they are too easily detected they lose their deniability
and thus their effectiveness.9

Code words began to be used in Barry Goldwater’s failed bid for the presidency in 1964,
with references to “states’ rights.”  One writer who covered that campaign wrote that
Goldwater–

did not, to be sure, make any direct racist appeals.  He covered the South and
never, in any public gatherings, mentioned “race” or “Negroes” or “whites” or
“segregation” or “civil rights.” But the fact that the words did not cross his lips
does not mean that he ignored the realities they describe.  He talked about them
all the time in an underground, or Aesopian language–a kind of code that few in
his audiences had any trouble deciphering.  In the code, “bullies and marauders”



means “Negroes.”  Criminal defendants” means “Negroes.” “States’ rights means
“opposition to civil rights.” “Women” means “white women.”10

Over time, racial coding has become even more subtle and indirect.  Initially, the
Southern Strategy was confined to the 11 former states of the Confederacy.  But as it became
clear that racially resentful whites were found in almost all regions of the nation, the strategy
applied elsewhere as well.

(Recently, Bush-the-Son and some other GOP candidates have adapted this same code
wording  technique to communicate with Christian fundamentalists in ways that are not
understood by non-fundamentalists.)  

The most effective implicit appeals have an inherent deniability so the candidate can
assert that they were about some other subject, welfare or crime, for example, not race. 
Consider, for instance, the 2004 Senate campaign in South Dakota.  Just before the general
election, white majority counties were blanketed with flyers showing bright-eyed and alert
prairie dogs upright outside their dens, with a caption superimposed: “The dogs are lining up to
vote for Tom Daschle.”  This was a painful reminder to many native Americans, at least to the
ones who raised the handbill with me, of the years when signs throughout the western United
States hung on storefront doors reading “No Indians or dogs allowed.” The flyers, mailed by
Republican John Thune, helped him eke out a razor thin victory over Tom Daschle, then
Minority Leader of the U.S. Senate.

Thune’s campaign denied that the flyers were an attempt to trigger a racial response. 
They were merely an attempt to tap into resentment of Daschle’s resistance to some ranchers’
desires to dynamite prairie dogs and their dens to oblivion.  Perhaps, indeed, this was simply an
attempt at humor at Daschle’s expense on an almost uniquely local issue.  Then again, perhaps
not.

Another example of covert appeal to racial resentment was Sen. John McCain’s “The
One,” a Web commercial comparing his opponent, Sen. Barack Obama, to both Jesus and
Moses, with a narrator intoning in a prophetic voice, "It shall be known that in 2008 the world
will be blessed. They will call him 'The One.’"11

McCain’s campaign insisted the ad was no more than “an e-mail to fire up our
supporters.”  However, David Gergen, a columnist and former aide to four U.S. Presidents,
didn’t see it that way: “When you see this Charlton Heston ad, “The One,” that's code for, “He's
uppity, he ought to stay in his place.” Everybody gets that who is from a southern background.
We all understand that.” 

An earlier McCain ad juxtaposed Obama’s image with those of two blonde celebrities,
Paris Hilton and Britney Spears. Showing a black man with a white woman, especially those
with blonde hair, is a time-honored tradition in the South to exploit fears of black assault of
white women.  In an infamous 1950 North Carolina race for the Democratic nomination for a
Senate seat, tantamount to election at the time, a handbill mysteriously appeared in the thousands
throughout the state only days before the vote.  It purported to show the daughter of the



 The Rev. Martin Luther King’s way of deflating such fears was to quip that “I want to be your brother, not your
1

brother-in-law.) 

  Edwards was chosen because he resembled Obama in age, marital and parental status, political experience,
2

charisma or the ability to project a positive public persona, and ideology. In addition, 2004 news  reports, when he

was the nominee for Vice President, emphasized Edwards’ ability to connect well with the public and his photogenic

appearance, much as they did for Obama in 2007-08. 

incumbent, Frank Porter Graham, dancing with a black man. In fact, Graham had no daughter.1

The use of sex in campaign messages, usually with such subtlety that they fly well
beneath the radar screen of most Americans, can place an African-American candidate at terrific
disadvantage.  A case in point is the 2008 presidential campaign.  

In anticipation of the campaign, the first in history in which an African-American was the
nominee of a major political party, four of the most highly regarded experts in the field of racial
politics collaborated on a project to determine whether Barack Obama might be more vulnerable 
to negative attack than a comparable white candidate because of his race.12

The researchers recruited 347 whites who were shown photos of either Obama or former
Sen. John Edwards  (who was still contending for the Democratic nomination at the time).  They2

were given bogus but real-looking newspaper articles reporting on allegations of sexual
infidelity.  The Obama article was racialized by including a photo of him flanked by two white
women.  This was designed as a potential racial cue in the context of a story on sexual infidelity
because studies have found that 47 percent of whites in a national sample believe blacks to be
sexually promiscuous.  The purpose was to determine whether those shown the materials on
Obama would shift their perception of him, compared to those shown the Edwards materials, on
some matter unrelated to sexual activity.  That is, would those shown the Obama story and photo
shift their views of him more, less or the same as those shown the Edwards materials.13

In each case, there was a shift away from “conservative” or “moderate” and toward
“liberal” or “strong liberal,” but the movement, especially toward “strong liberal,” was greater in
the Obama case.  Thus, if being perceived as “liberal” is a liability in contemporary American
politics – a plausible assumption given that most voters do not identify themselves as liberal--
the results indicate that a black candidate carries a higher liability than an equivalent white
candidate from the same negative message.

Most importantly, however, participants who were above average in racial resentment
reacted much more strongly than less resentful respondents, and viewed Obama as much more
liberal when attacked than they did John Edwards when attacked.  Thus, an attack on a black
using a stereotype such as promiscuity sets the stage for possible future attacks that he is “too”
liberal. “One way in which this could play out,” wrote the researchers 

is that it could create an added vulnerability for him on issues on which he is to
the left of the public, such as his early decision to oppose the invasion of Iraq. 
Should terrorism become a salient issue, for example, being perceived as liberal



could be a liability in that it prepares the public to accept criticism of him as too
liberal on this dimension. Another way in which being perceived as liberal could
hurt Obama indirectly is that the opposition campaign could portray him as out of
step with the public.14

Since 1964, the Republican Party and its consultants have raised covert appeals to racial
resentment using code words to a science, in part because of three generations of campaign
consultants that hailed from the South.  In the 1960 and 70s, they included Harry Dent and Fred
Buzhardt, both proteges of Strom Thurmond, a South Carolina senator who ran for President in
1948 as the candidate of the pro-segregation Dixiecrat Party.  Both worked in the White House
for Richard Nixon, where they schooled their successors, who included the late Lee Atwater
ands Karl Rove as well as Charlie Black, founder of a powerhouse Washington, D.C. consulting
firm, Black, Manafort and Stone (which has undergone multiple name and other changes).

 In the 1980s and 1990s, they yielded power to this  second generation, as Atwater ran
Bush-the-Father’s successful 1988 bid for the presidency, while Rove joined forces with Bush-
the-Son and went on to run his victorious campaigns in 2000 and 2004, while Black became a
senior adviser to John McCain in 2008.  Now, a third generation is assuming control.  The one
constant in the 40+ years has been the reliance on racial appeals to resentful whites to lay the
foundation for electoral victories, not just in the South but elsewhere as well.

Whoever might have invented the Southern Strategy, and the credit has been given at
various times to a half-dozen different operatives, the first to run a campaign on it was
Goldwater in 1964.  With it, he carried the five states of the Deep South, Alabama, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi and South Carolina, easily, something even the wildly popular Dwight
Eisenhower could not do in 1952 or 1956. 

The strategy propelled Richard Nixon to victory in 1968 and to a landslide in 1972. 
Ronald Reagan employed it in 1980, making his first speech after winning the presidential
nomination to a crowd of 10,000 at the Neshoba County Fair Grounds in Philadelphia,
Mississippi, just a few miles from where three civil rights workers had been kidnaped, brutally
murdered and bulldozed into an earthen dam.

Reagan made no mention of the murders.  His address was a rather conventional stump
speech, taking jabs at the incumbent, Jimmy Carter (“We've had the New Deal, and then Harry
Truman gave us the Fair Deal, and now we have a misdeal.”) (A transcript of the speech is in the
endnote).  Then, abruptly, Reagan uttered the words intended not only for the Mississippi crowd15

of 10,000 but the rest of the South as well:

I believe in state's rights; I believe in people doing as much as they can for
themselves at the community level and at the private level. And I believe that
we've distorted the balance of our government today by giving powers that were
never intended in the constitution to that federal establishment. And if I do get the
job I'm looking for, I'm going to devote myself to trying to reorder those priorities
and to restore to the states and local communities those functions which properly
belong there.
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The crowd roared. A few weeks later Ronald Reagan won a landslide victory.

Eight years later, Bush-the-Father’s campaign for the presidency was foundering. 
Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis was ahead by double digits. In hopes of smashing
Dukakis, Atwater and other top Bush campaign operatives presented the story of Willie Horton,
an intensely black and menacing figure, to a focus group.  Horton was a convict who, while on a
weekend furlough from prison under a program defended by Dukakis, committed a brutal rape
and murder.  After airing a Horton spot for 25 days on cable television, Dukakis’ campaign was
in a shambles.

Twelve years later, Bush-the-Son lost the Republican presidential primary in New
Hampshire to Sen. John McCain by 16 points.  His campaign desperately needed a win, and
racism again provided it.   “Push polls” are used to spread falsehoods. A caller is supposedly
conducting a voter survey, but instead uses it as a pretext to spread lies (“Would your opinion
change if you knew” [insert the lie].)

John McCain and his wife Cindy had adopted a black girl from Mother Teresa’s
orphanage.  People who were inclined to vote for McCain were asked whether their opinion of
him would change if they knew he had fathered an illegitimate child with a black prostitute.  The
allegation gleaned an air of credibility because a black child could be seen with McCain and his
wife on the candidate’s bus, the Straight Talk Express.

Bush, whose campaign adviser Karl Rove was known in Texas as “King of the Push
Polls,” won South Carolina handily and, with it, the Republican nomination; and, ultimately, the
White House.
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Following is the speech of Ronald Reagan at the Neshoba County Fair on Sunday, Aug. 3, 1980,
as transcribed from a tape recording:

Thank you very much.

I think you all know without my saying it that Nancy and I have never seen anything like this,
because there isn't anything like this any place on earth.

From the moment we got off the plane in Meridian, and from the crowds all along the way that
were waving a warm welcome to us, and now, to this.

Your congressman, your senator, president of your Fair, and your other officials who are here,
and to your acting governor, Bill Alexander, who is governor while your governor is at the
Governor's Conference, I have to tell you that several years ago when I was governor, I was the
guest of your then-governor of Mississippi. It was late in the fall, toward the end of the football
season, and he had me as his guest, Nancy and myself, at the game between Ole Miss and
Tennessee.



Now that particular season, Tennessee hadn't done very well-I mean, Ole Miss hadn't done very
well. Tennessee was a powerhouse, so it was a foregone conclusion how the game would turn
out-except, they forgot to tell the Ole Miss team it was a foregone conclusion. And, as football
teams will, no matter how bad the season has been, they were rising to the heights, and along
about the middle of the third quarter when it was apparent Ole Miss was going to win, and by
several touchdowns, there was a lull in the noise of the crowd, and I heard a voice behind me up
in the stands say, "Man, if they do this for him, what would they have done if John Wayne was
here." God rest his soul. I don't know whether John Wayne ever had this experience or not, but I
wish he had, because I don't know of anyone who would have loved it more or been more at
home here than the Duke would have been, right here.

Now these gifts. When I think how tough the next 12 weeks is going to be-and Nancy says she's
going to sit in that [rocking chair] and eat that fruit, she's gonna be sitting on my lap. As a matter
of fact, knowing what a campaign is like, I expect to sit in it about two weeks and then I'll start
rocking. Finally, we'll get around to the buggy. This is just wonderful.

I know that in speaking to this crowd, that I'm speaking to what has to be about 90 percent
Democrat. [Shouts of "No" from the crowd.] I just meant by party affiliation. I didn't mean how
you feel now. I was a Democrat most of my life myself, but then decided that there were things
that needed to be changed.

I know, people have been telling me that Jimmy Carter has been doing his best. And that's our
problem.

The President lately has been saying that I am irresponsible. And you know, I'll admit to that if
he'll confess he's responsible.

We've had the New Deal, and then Harry Truman gave us the Fair Deal, and now we have a
misdeal.

They're having quite a fight in that conventions that's coming up. Teddy Kennedy-I know why
he's so interested in poverty: He never had any when he was a kid.

All of us in this race, of course-you know, there's talk now about getting our commercials
together, and our television ads and so forth. I heard the other day they have one for Jimmy
Carter. It's called, "The Best of the Carter Years." It's a 3-second station break.

But I don't know-do you feel as I do, when they talk in Washington of balancing the budget that
makes me think of a fellow sitting in a restaurant. He's ordered dinner. He knows he doesn't have
any money in his pocket to pay for it, but he's hoping maybe he'll find a pearl in his oysters.

Seriously, and I'm not going to take a great deal of time talking about the particular troubles
we-we know what confronts us in this country. We know that an administration for three and a
half years, that told us when they took office that it was going to reduce inflation to less than
four percent and reduce unemployment to less than four percent, has betrayed the people with an
inflation rate that they hope that they might get back down to 10 percent after it having reached



18 at the beginning of the year.

The unemployment in the months of April and May alone-1, 700,000 American working people
lost their jobs. I don't know how many since.

But probably the worst thing is what had been done to this county on the international scene.
This once proud country, this country that all the world turned to and looked to as the shelter, as
the safety and as the anchor to windward. Today, our friends don't know whether they can trust
us, and certainly our enemies have no respect for us.

Our young men are told to pre-register in the event that we need a draft. May I suggest
something I think we need much more than that, because I don't believe we need a peacetime
draft. What we need is to recognize what we're asking of the young people of this country who
are in the volunteer military and then provide a pay scale and benefits commensurate.

But you'll never know how rewarding this is, this institution that has existed for so long-and as I
said in the beginning, I know there is nothing-I have read all about it in the National Geographic.
How did you ever accomplish this without a federal program?

Sure, it's right that we should say we want, too, to do something about unemployment, and about
inflation, about the value of our money and to get this country moving again. But I think even
more important on a broader scale [is] in doing that, what we will have to do is to bring back to
this country what is so evident here: Bring back the recognition that the people of this country
can solve the problems, that we don't have anything to be afraid of as long as we have the people
of America.

[In] more recent years with the best intention, they have created a vast bureaucracy, or a
bureaucratic structure-bureaus and departments and agencies-to try and solve all the problems
and eliminate all the things of human misery that they can. They have forgotten that when you
create a government bureaucracy, no matter how well intentioned it is, almost instantly its top
priority becomes preservation of the bureaucracy.

Today, and I know from our own experience in California when we reformed welfare, I know
that one of the great tragedies of welfare in America today, and I don't believe stereotype after
what we did, of people in need who are there simply because they prefer to be there. We found
the overwhelming majority would like nothing better than to be out, with jobs for the future, and
out here in the society with the rest of us. The trouble is, again, that bureaucracy has them so
economically trapped that there is no way they can get away. And they're trapped because that
bureaucracy needs them as a clientele to preserve the jobs of the bureaucrats themselves.

I believe that there are programs like that, programs like education and others, that should be
turned back to the states and the local communities with the tax sources to fund them, and let the
people [applause drowns out end of statement].

I believe in state's rights; I believe in people doing as much as they can for themselves at the
community level and at the private level. And I believe that we've distorted the balance of our



government today by giving powers that were never intended in the constitution to that federal
establishment. And if I do get the job I'm looking for, I'm going to devote myself to trying to
reorder those priorities and to restore to the states and local communities those functions which
properly belong there.

I'm going to try also to change federal regulations in the tax structure that has made this once
powerful industrial giant in this land and in the world now with a lower rate of productivity than
any of the other industrial nations, with a lower rate of savings and investment on the part of our
people and put us back where we belong.

Now I just want to conclude with a couple words about something that inspired me last night,
and I hope it will you, too, and it's just an indication of why I still believe the answer to any
problem confronting us lies with the people.

Nancy and I attended a swimming meet in California last night. It's little bit in some ways like
this in that it's a longtime institution at that particular community, in Irvine. So, young swimmers
from all over the United States were there because this year they made it something more
special.

All the swimmers who were unable to compete to go to the Olympics and then go to
Moscow-and I think properly so because I don't think that the Soviet Union has any
characteristic that qualifies it to hold the Olympics.

These young Americans, young men and young women were there competing-and in addition to
the medals they were going to compete to be on an honorary Olympic team. In other words, they
were competing so that at least they would be able to say that even though we could not go to the
Olympics they made the Olympic team. And I want to tell you, up there on that electric
scoreboard when the times of the various events were coming off-and up above them were the
times of those same events in the Olympics in Moscow.

What a thrill; five young men in the 100-yard butterfly-five young men, all of whom had beaten
the winning time in Moscow.

A 15-year-old girl in the same event for women not only holds now the world's record as a result
of that meet, but she too last night beat the gold medal winner's time in Moscow in that event.

And I had the privilege of speaking to them for just a few minutes at the midway point in the
swimming meet. And I called attention to the fact of the sacrifice that they had to make, more
than most have had to make, because of our feelings in this country about the Soviet Union and
where the Olympics are going to be held. And I said-I wasn't quite sure-I worried a little bit
because I thought some of them might have been bitter about not being allowed to go. But I said
to them anyway, I hope that as the years go on, you realize, and be proud of your sacrifice
because you will know that it was for the right cause.

And those young people, those competitors, came to their feet with a roar and a cheer that just
sent shivers down my spine. They know what they've done; they're willing to make the sacrifice,



and I think this country of ours is going to be in pretty safe hands from here on out.

Now I know I have to conclude, and you've been very patient, but before the press says it, I just
want to say one thing about that surrey over there. I can remember when I rode one of those for
real.

Thank you all very much.
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